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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

A SciFi Master Comes to TV
UNREAL WORLD: A scene from Amazon’s ‘The
Man in the High Castle,’ by Philip K. Dick, inset.

THIRTY-THREE YEARS after his death, Philip
K. Dick, the mad genius of science fiction,
has finally come to television.
Mr. Dick’s stories of shifting realities,
frayed perceptions and what it means to be
human have been the source of at least 11
film adaptations such as “Blade Runner”
and “Total Recall.” This fall, his work is being
adapted for TV for the first time. “The Man
in the High Castle,” a series based on his
1962 novel, debuts on Amazon Prime on Nov.
20. “Minority Report,” a TV sequel to the
2002 film based on one of Mr. Dick’s short
stories, began running on Fox in September.
It’s an improbable scenario that could
have come straight from Mr. Dick’s pages:
Driven, eccentric author, toiling in a “disreputable” genre and underappreciated during his lifetime, earns fame and a broad audience after his death—in part thanks to
technology that didn’t exist when Mr. Dick,
who died in 1982 at the age of 53, was alive.
Mr. Dick’s recent presence on TV is due
in part to streaming and other television
models of recent years that allow for more
flexible, sophisticated storytelling. It’s also
possible that viewers today are
more prepared to accept the
wild, hallucinatory visions
that dominate his work.
“In a way, we are finally catching up to
Philip K. Dick,” said
Frank Spotnitz, the
writer-producer
spearheading the
“High Castle” series.
“We are finally ready
to hear what he had to
say.”
But TV depends on audience interest and adaptations of Mr. Dick’s writing have
had mixed success: For every “Blade Runner” there has been a “Paycheck.” While
“The Man in the High Castle” is generating
buzz, “Minority Report” is struggling in the
ratings. Fox has cut its order for the show
to 10 episodes, and only 1.74 million people
watched the Nov. 16 episode.
“Science fiction is always tricky in terms
of getting viewers,” said Max Borenstein,
who developed “Minority Report” for TV.
The show gets a significant bump from DVR
viewers and streaming, he added.
For Isa Dick Hackett, Mr. Dick’s daughter
and an executive producer on “High Castle,”

their world may not be the “real” one.
Mr. Dick’s imagination “takes you such
incredible places,” said Alexa Davalos, one
of the stars of “High Castle.” “To be able to
question the ‘what if’ of it all—we do that in
our lives all the time.”
Alternate-history stories like “High Castle” are science-fiction fixtures but somewhat rare on TV. Some viewers may be
shocked by the casual evil of the fascist-led
world the series portrays. The opening
scene shows a Times Square plastered with
swastikas. In one of the series’s promotional
images, the Statue of Liberty gives a “heil
Hitler” salute. During the first episode, already streaming on Amazon, ashes float
down from the sky while two characters
talk. One explains that a local hospital is
burning the bodies of “cripples” and other
burdens on the state.
“It’s tough stuff, it’s challenging material
and probably, frankly, won’t be for everybody,” Ms. Hackett said.
Mr. Dick said his two great themes were
“what is real” and “what is human.” “High
Castle” showcases both—not only in posing
questions about which world is real but also
in showing how people live in a society
where doing the moral, decent thing can get
one killed. “How can a person be human in
an inhumane world?” Ms. Hackett said.
“Minority Report” is more conventional
but its premise—police in 2065 catch criminals with the help of people who can see
murders before they happen—raises questions of destiny and individual choice. It also
takes a science-fiction look at a controversial issue today: When the surveillance technology exists for a government to observe
every corner of people’s lives, how much
should it be used and what are the costs?
“It’s pervasive and disturbing on some
level and unavoidable on others, and so the
show definitely deals with that political aspect, which I think is very Dickian,” Mr. Borenstein said.
TV’s new avenues for longer-form storytelling also have helped Mr. Dick’s work find
a home on TV. Mr. Spotnitz said his original
attempt to adapt “High Castle” into a
shorter TV miniseries didn’t work. The book
needed to spread out, he said. The adaptation that premieres this month has 10 onehour episodes.
“It’s really only happening because the
method of distribution exists now,” Mr.
Spotnitz said.
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it’s “pretty exciting” to have
both series under way. Mr.
Dick would be astonished by
the level of attention, she said.
Novelist Jonathan Lethem
has called Mr. Dick “science fiction’s Lenny Bruce”—an outsider
who used science-fiction tropes such as
androids and alien invasions to comment on
life and existence. Mr. Dick wrote dozens of
novels at lightning speed, often fueled by
amphetamines and, in his later years, by a
series of quasi-religious experiences that he
tried to explain through his writing.
In a Philip K. Dick novel, reality always
seems on the brink of shifting or collapsing—
from drugs, alien intelligences or just the fragility of the bonds holding things together. A
soft-drink stand turns into a slip of paper
with the words SOFT DRINK STAND on it.
People are kept underground by a nuclear
holocaust until they discover it’s an elaborate

hoax to allow their leaders to live in luxury.
In “Ubik” (1969), entropy is taking over and
the stuff needed to keep the world from disintegrating comes in a spray can. In the future world of “A Scanner Darkly” (1977), an
undercover narcotics agent destroys his mind
with the drug he is taking to blend in, and
unwittingly narcs on himself.
When Mr. Dick was writing, from the
1950s through the ’80s, the literary world
paid scant attention to science fiction. Since
his death, however, his work has drawn both
critical praise and a popular following and
13 of his novels have been collected into a
Library of America series.
Mr. Dick’s wider audience hasn’t muted
the power of his tales. “High Castle” is set
in a universe where the Nazis and Japanese
won World War II and America is an occupied nation. But underground newsreels
show a world in which the Allies won, awakening the characters to the possibility that

FILM: BATTLE OF THE BLOCKBUSTERS

‘Rocky’
(1976)

‘Rocky II’
(1979)

‘Rocky III’
(1982)

Two unheralded films about
motley underdogs move Hollywood past slow-paced 1970s
dramas to crowd-pleasing
blockbusters.

‘Star Wars’
(1977)

Hero has inevitable
showdown against his
imposing but overconfident
archrival.

‘The Empire
Strikes
Back’
(1980)

A cartoonishly gigantic
villain makes his
presence felt.

‘Rocky IV’
(1985)

Introduction of an
unpleasant alien upsets
loyal audiences.

‘Rocky V’
(1990)

A young apprentice learns
from the master—but will
he betray his mentor?

‘Rocky
Balboa’
(2006)

‘Creed’
(2015)

Questioning his purpose
and destiny, a warrior
enters into an ill-advised
battle.

Aging heroes return for
what could be their final
chapter...

‘Return of
the Jedi’
(1983)

‘The
Phantom
Menace’
(1999)

‘Attack of
the Clones’
(2002)

‘Revenge
of the Sith’
(2005)

‘The Force
Awakens’
(2015)
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‘Star Wars’ and ‘Rocky,’
Separated at Birth?

The seventh installments of “Rocky” and “Star Wars” debut within a month of each other,
on Nov. 25 and Dec. 18. The original films premiered months apart in 1976 and ’77, and the
two franchises have inhabited parallel universes for close to four decades. Together they
changed Hollywood. Both were fantasies that climaxed in thrilling battles, and their success swayed studios away from the moody adult dramas of the early 1970s toward more
crowd-pleasing, all-ages blockbusters. As their episodes have rolled out chronologically—as
Luke used The Force and Rocky summoned the Eye of the Tiger—they’ve kept more in
common than you think.
—Don Steinberg

